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August 8, 2002

Richard A. Meserve, Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North Building
11555 Rockville Pike, Suite 17D1
Rockville, MD 20852

- Via Federal Express (Tracking No. 835836056138)
and Facsimile Transmission (301-415-1757)

RE: Amendment of Special Nuclear Material License SNM-124-
Nuclear Fuel Services - Erwin, Tennessee (Unicoi County)
Docket # 70-143

Dear Mr. Meserve:

I represent the following residents of Northeast Tennessee who
object to the Amendment of the above-referenced License.

Attached hereto are Declarations from:

1. Julia Beach
2. David Byrd
3. Tamara Davis Chapman
4. William Cooper
5. Brandon Davis
6. Julia B. Evans
7. Denne D. Evans
8. Toni L. Foreman
9. Linnea Gilmer
10. JoAnna Hammonds
11. Whitney Johnson
12. Gerald M. O'Connor, Jr.
13. James Smith
14. Drew Walsh
15. Peter H. Zars
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In light of all of the allegations, the Declarants
respectfully request the following:

a. That the Amendment of SNM-124 (docket #70-143) be
rescinded.

b. That a Public Hearing be conducted.

c. That a thorough Environmental Impact Statement be
prepared detailing, among other things, the impact on downstream
consumers of water from the Nolichuckey River.

I would appreciate receiving a stamped filed copy of the
enclosed response, and have included an additional copy and a self
addressed envelope for that purpose.

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate
to contact me.

Sincerely,

C. Todd Chapman

CTC/tlf

Enclosures

cc: Nuclear Fuel Services
1205 Banner Hill Road
Erwin, TN 37650
Facsimile (423) 743-9025

Executive Director of Operations
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
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[Federal Register: July 9, 2002 (Volume 67, Number 131)]
[Notices]
[Page 45555-45559]
From the Federal Register Online via GPO Access [wais.access.gpo.gov]
[DOCID:fr09jy02-127)

_______________________________________________________________________

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

[Docket No. 70-143]

Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact of
License Amendment for Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Amendment of Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Materials License
SNM-124 to authorize construction and operation of the Uranyl Nitrate
Storage Building.

_______________________________________________________________________

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is considering the amendment
of Special Nuclear Material License SNM-124 to authorize construction
and operation of the Uranyl Nitrate Storage Building at the Nuclear
Fuel Services site in Erwin, Tennessee, and has prepared an
Environmental Assessment in support of this action. The accession
number for the Environmental Assessment is ML021790068.

Summary of Environmental Assessment

Identification of the Proposed Action

The proposed action currently before the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) is to allow the licensee to construct and operate a
Low-Enriched Uranyl Nitrate Storage Building (UNB) at the Nuclear Fuel
Services, Inc. (NFS) site in Erwin, Tennessee, and to increase the

235 U possession limit. This action is part of the Blended
Low-Enriched Uranium (BLEU) project described below. The other related
future activities which were considered to contribute to the
environmental impacts for this project are: construction and operation
of an Oxide Conversion Building (OCB), construction and operation of a
new Effluent Processing Building (EPB), and relocation of downblending
operations within the NFS protected area in a BLEU Preparation Facility
(BPF).

On March 4, 2002, NRC issued a notice of intent to prepare an
environmental assessment (EA) for amendment of Special Nuclear Material
(SNM) License No. SNM-124 for NFS. To avoid segmentation of the
environmental review, NFS has submitted environmental documentation for
three proposed license amendments, which will impact the site over the
next few years.

The Environmental Assessment (EA) for these actions does not serve
as authorization for any proposed activities, rather it assesses the
environmental impacts of the actions. As each amendment application is
submitted, the NRC staff will perform a separate safety evaluation,
which will be the basis for the approval or denial of the application.
As part of the safety evaluation, the NRC will perform an environmental
review. If the review indicates that this EA appropriately and
adequately assesses the environmental effects of the proposed action,
then no further assessment will be performed. However, if the
environmental review indicates that this EA does not evaluate fully the
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environmental effects, another EA (or environmental impact statement
(EIS)] will be prepared in accordance with the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA).

Need for the Proposed Action

The Blended Low Enriched Uranium (BLEU) Project is part of a
Department of Energy (DOE) program to reduce stockpiles of surplus high
enriched uranium (HEU) through re-use or disposal as radioactive waste.
Re-use as low enriched uranium (LEU) is considered the favorable option
by the DOE because (1) weapons grade material is converted to a form
unsuitable for nuclear weapons (addressing a proliferation concern),
(2) the product can be used for peaceful purposes, and (3) the
commercial value of the surplus material can be recovered. An
additional benefit of re-use is avoidance of unnecessary use of limited
radioactive waste disposal space. Framatome ANP Inc. has contracted

[[Page 45556]]

with NFS to downblend surplus HEU material to a LEU nitrate and to
convert the LEU to an oxide form. The NFS LEU oxide product is expected
to be fabricated into commercial reactor fuel at a separate facility,
for use in a Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) nuclear power reactor;
however, the NFS proposed action is limited to the production of LEU
oxide, receipt and storage of LEU nitrate, down blending of HEU to LEU,
and conversion of LEU nitrate to LEU oxide.

Environmental Impacts of the Proposed Action

For the proposed license amendments, construction and processing
operations will result in the release of low levels of chemical and
radioactive constituents to the environment. Under accident conditions,
higher concentrations of materials could be released to the environment
over a short period of time.
Normal Operations

Radiological impacts from the proposed BLEU Project operations
include release of small quantities of radioactive material to the
atmosphere and surface water. Radionuclides that may be released
include isotopes and some daughter products of the actinide elements
uranium, thorium, plutonium, americium, actinium, and lesser quantities
of fission products including technetium, cesium, and strontium. Based
on source material properties and processing information, NFS has
estimated the quantities of airborne and liquid effluents and used this
information to estimate doses to the maximally exposed individual.
While some effluents for the proposed action are increasing in relation
to current releases, the total annual dose estimate for the maximally
exposed individual from all planned effluents is 0.022 mSv (2.2 mrem).
This result is well below the annual public dose limit of 1 mSv (100
mrem) in 10 CFR Part 20 and the 0.1 mSv (10 mrem) ALARA constraint. The
estimated dose for a number of radionuclides is conservative, because
the analysis assumed no pollution controls were in place.

Solid wastes generated by BLEU Project operations will be packaged
into drums or boxes. Each container will be assayed for uranium content
to verify that storage, shipment, and disposal requirements are met.

The potential for increase in dose to workers at NFS due to the
BLEU project was evaluated. Operation of the BPF, OCB and UNB is not
expected to increase the dose to workers at the NFS facility, because
the types and quantity of material, and the processing, will be similar
to what is already licensed at the site. NFS is committed to keeping
doses as low as reasonable achievable (ALARA) by maintaining a
radiation protection program that minimizes radiation exposures and
releases of radioactive material to the environment. In order to
accomplish this, NFS has procedures for working with radioactive
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materials and monitoring programs to determine the doses received by
employees.

Impacts from non-radiological contaminants to air, surface water,
and groundwater were also assessed. Air quality is protected by
enforcing emission limits and maintenance requirements for pollution
control equipment, as required by several operating permits issued by
the Tennessee Air Pollution Control Board, Department of Environment
and Conservation. The primary non-radiological emissions are expected
to include nitrogen oxides, hydrogen and ammonia. Normal emissions of
gaseous effluents from the new processes are not expected to have a
significant impact on offsite non-radiological air quality, because the
estimated concentrations at the nearest site boundary are below the
State of Tennessee primary air quality standards, with the exception of
nitrogen oxides. For nitrogen oxides, NFS will exceed the current
allowable limit; however, NFS is requesting modification to the
existing air pollution control permit for the main stack. Modification
of the permit is required because of changes in material input from the
BPF and installation of additional process and ventilation equipment.
This modified permit for the main stack has not been issued as of this
EA; however, NRC expects that the State, under its authority to
regulate air quality, will continue to set permit levels to limit
environmental impacts from NFS effluents.

The proposed BPF and BLEU Complex are expected to produce liquid
effluents. BPF waste streams will be sent to the NFS wastewater
treatment facility and discharged into the Nolichucky River in
accordance with the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit and NRC radiological effluent limits in 10 CFR part 20.
This liquid effluent will consist of raffinate, condensate, scrubber
waste solution, and sodium hydroxide. The basic and acidic waste
streams will be treated using precipitation and ion exchange processes.

Surface water quality is expected to be protected from future site
activities by enforcing release limits and monitoring programs, as
required under the NPDES permit. No impact on NPDES permit limits is
anticipated with respect to operations at the proposed BLEU Complex or
downblending at the BPF. Surface water runoff from the proposed action
will generally flow to the northwest across the proposed BLEU Complex.
This runoff will drain to culverts at the northwest boundary of the NFS
site, and then empty into Martin Creek. A storm water construction
permit will be obtained from the Tennessee Department of Environment
and Conservation prior to any construction activities that would
disturb the land. Erosion and sediment control measures (e.g., straw
bales and silt fences) will be employed to mitigate surface runoff into
the drainage ditches and Martin Creek, thus reducing the impacts to
surface water during the construction of the proposed BLEU Complex.
Sluice gates will be installed at collection points within the proposed
BLEU Complex for containment of any hazardous spills during the
lifetime of BLEU operations.

Previous operation of the plant has resulted in localized chemical
and radiological contamination of groundwater, including beneath the
BPF. Groundwater monitoring conducted by NFS indicates that plumes of
uranium, tetrachloroethylene, trichloroethylene, 1,2-dichloroethylene,
and vinyl chloride, from past operations, could migrate offsite in the
direction of the Nolichucky River. To address potential environmental
impacts from this contamination, NFS has removed much of the source
contamination through extensive remediation projects including
excavation of contaminated areas in the North Site. In addition, NFS is
decommissioning the Radiological Burial Ground and the North Site to
remove more of the source of this contamination. NFS also is working
with the Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation and the
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency to design remedial strategies and
to investigate the off-site extent of existing plumes.

The addition of the BLEU Complex will expand the physical site of
the Erwin plant. Current environmental monitoring stations do not
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provide adequate coverage of the expanded site area. In addition, the
current monitoring program lacks adequate coverage for groundwater in
the vicinity of the proposed BLEU Complex. NFS plans to expand the
existing environmental monitoring program to cover the BLEU Complex.
Additional monitoring locations (e.g., air, vegetation, soil,
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groundwater) will be proposed in a forthcoming license amendment
request for the BLEU Project. For groundwater monitoring, NFS has
indicated a minimum of one upgradient and three downgradient wells will
be installed in the vicinity of the proposed BLEU Complex. NRC review
of the proposed environmental monitoring program to determine
compliance with 10 CFR part 20 requirements provides assurance that an
adequate program will be in place prior to making a decision on the
license amendments.

For normal operations, the proposed action will not discharge any
effluents to the groundwater; therefore, no adverse impacts to
groundwater are expected. Accidental releases of contaminants to
groundwater appear unlikely due to design and control measures
implemented by NFS.

A field investigation was conducted on the proposed BLEU complex
site to determine the absence or presence of rare, threatened, or
endangered plants. The survey focused primarily on the twenty federally
listed threatened and endangered plants, but the State of Tennessee
listing of rare and endangered vascular plants was also used for this
survey. The results of the survey were that none of the plants on the
federal or state lists were found to be present on this site, and the
proposed actions on this site are not likely to adversely affect state
and federally listed rare, threatened, or endangered plant species.

Unicoi County, the area in which the NFS site is located, contains
one Federally Endangered mussel species, Appalachian elktoe
(Alasmidonta raveneliana) near the confluence of the Nolichucky River
and South Indian Creek. Because this is upstream of the confluence of
the Nolichucky River and Martin Creek and the NFS site, no impact is
expected on this species. No other threatened or endangered species
listed on the Federal or State Threatened or Endangered Species List
for the Region of Interest aire known to potentially reside on the NFS
site.

No impacts are expected on land use, biotic resources,
socioeconomic resources, or cultural resources.
Accident Conditions

The conversion of HEU materials to low-enriched uranium dioxide at
the BLEU Project will require the handling, processing, and storage of
radioactive material and hazardous chemicals. An uncontrolled release
of these materials from accidents could pose a risk to the environment
as well as to workers and public health and safety.

The evaluation of potential accidents is carried out at a general
level of detail in the EA to establish that the proposed processes, as
described by NFS, will function safely with no significant adverse
impacts to safety or the environment. A more detailed evaluation of the
proposed processes will be carried out by the NFS in its integrated
safety analysis, summaries of which will be submitted in the
forthcoming BLEU Project license amendment requests.

The dissolution and downblending of HEU feed materials to low-
enriched uranyl nitrate (UN) solution will be carried out in the BLEU
Processing Facility. Remaining operations will be performed in the BLEU
Complex area. This will include the storage of low-enriched UN solution

the UNEB followed by further processing ants uranum dJ-xie powder
in the OCB, and treatment of the liquid effluent stream from the OCB in
the EPB.

The primary chemicals used in the dissolution and downblending
processes taking place in the BPF are: Nitric acid (70 percent
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solution); hydrogen peroxide (30 percent solution); sodium hydroxide
(30 percent solution); sodium nitrate (45 percent solution); barium
oxide (BaO); tributyl phosphate
[(C4H9)3PO4]; normal
paraffin fluid (Nopar 12 fluid); sodium carbonate
(Na2CO3). The radioactive feed materials used
include HEU/aluminum alloy, HEU metal (buttons), and natural uranium
oxide. Reaction products and intermediates include sodium diuranate and
UN solutions.

The main chemicals to be used and stored in the BLEU Complex are:
low-enriched UN solution, anhydrous ammonia, aqueous ammonia (23
percent solution), nitric acid (50 percent solution), nitric acid (7
percent solution), liquid nitrogen, sodium hydroxide (50 percent
solution), liquified petroleum gas (propane), and diesel fuel.

Many of the proposed process operations are patterned after
existing NRC licensed processes, so operational experience and history
build confidence that operations can be executed safely. Proposed
process operations, such as the downblending of high-enriched UN to
low-enriched UN, liquid-liquid extraction to purify UN solution, and
HEU storage are very similar to corresponding processes licensed under
NRC License SNM-124. The LEU solution will be converted to uranium
dioxide powder in the OCB using the Framatome ANP Inc. process that is
authorized by NRC License SNM-1227. Potential hazards associated with
new operations were evaluated during the NRC review.

Primary hazards associated with the operation of the BLEU Project
facilities involve: spill of chemical and or radioactive material in
the building, leak in a storage tank or supply piping, release of
gaseous and particulate effluents (chemical and/or radioactive
materials) due to a malfunction of the process off gas treatment
system, and upset in the control of process parameters leading to
undesirable reactions and release of hazardous or explosive compounds
such as hydrogen, hydrogen peroxide, ammonia, nitrogen oxides, nitric
acid vapors. The loss of control of the process may include release of
radioactive materials and nuclear criticality. These accidents can
potentially impact worker safety, public health and safety, and the
environment.

Primary controls relied upon to guard against inadvertent nuclear
criticality in processing operations include concentration limits and
use of favorable geometry process vessels. Measures to ensure chemical
safety and safe handling of radioactive materials include the
following:

Tanks will be bermed for spill control and isolation
Tanks will be equipped with level control for overfill

protection
Process off gases will be treated through scrubbers and

HEPA filters prior to stack discharge
Process parameters will be controlled, and concentrations

of hazardous or explosive chemicals will be maintained at safe levels.
For example, sodium nitrate will be used in the HEU aluminum alloy
dissolution process to minimize the formation of hydrogen, and air will
-e use in the dissolver to dilute the s=._lI quant-ties of hydrogen
formed to safe levels

Based on the information furnished in the NFS reports and
summarized above, the safety controls to be employed in the processes
for the BLEU Project appear to be sufficient to ensure planned
p-Ocess ng w-ill be safe.
Cumulative Impacts

The Studsvick Facility is located adjacent to the NFS property,
just south of the proposed BLEU complex. This facility is licensed by
the state to process radioactive wastes. Due to the proximity of the
two facilities, the staff evaluated cumulative radiological impacts
from air effluents, liquid effluents, and direct radiation. The annual
average of NFS effluent data from 1996 through 2000 and the most recent
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effluent data (CY2000) from the operations at Studsvick adequately
characterize the impacts from current
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operations. Foreseeable future impacts of the BLEW Project (including
BLEU Preparation facility, additional Waste Water Treatment Facility
effluents and BLEU Complex effluents) were also considered.

Future impacts from air emissions from NFS operations are estimated
using environmental monitoring data from 1996 through 2000. The air
emissions estimate for Studsvick, Inc., is based on year 2000 data. To
bound the impacts, the baseline dose from NFS operations and current
estimates of doses attributable to Studsvick are added to the
foreseeable future impacts of BLEU Project operations. Though it is not
likely that the same individual is the maximally-exposed individual for
each of the facilities, the sum of these doses are considered to bound
future impacts.

As demonstrated in semi-annual effluent reports, current liquid
releases from the NFS site are well within the regulatory limits listed
in 10 CFR part 20. NFS has provided conservatively-derived estimates of
future discharges from the BLEU Project which were estimated using NCRP
123. The dose from these effluents, which are dominated by
contributions from the solvent extraction raffinate at the BLEU
preparation facility, when added to existing effluents, remain within
regulatory limits.

The staff evaluated cumulative impacts to the sewer system of
combined NFS, BLEU Project and Studsvick by estimating bounding
concentrations that would be present in individual streams. NFS
estimated the discharge from the BLEU Complex to be 6,300 gallons per
day. This daily discharge volume was used to convert estimated
quantities of annual discharges from the BLEU Complex (in units of
curies) in terms of liquid concentration. Concentration values for
Studsvick were also obtained from a year 2000 inspection report.

The bounding contributions from either NFS baseline operations or
future BLEU operations are used to compare against the 10 CFR part 20,
appendix B sewer discharge limits. These impacts, along with the
discharge fractions from Studsvick operations, are summed for
comparison using the unity rule. The value of 0.059 is considerably
less than 1, which indicates that sewer discharges will remain a low
cumulative impact.

Direct radiation monitoring data are available for both Studsvick,
Inc. and NFS operations. Both licensees and the State of Tennessee
Department of Environment and Conservation monitor direct radiation.
Because the direct radiation monitored at the fenceline is a cumulative
value (dose from both sites), the monitoring program ensures that this
dose will not exceed regulatory limits. Both facilities have
successfully demonstrated compliance in the past. Due to the nature of
the materials in the BLEU complex, direct radiation is not expected to
increase as a result of this project.

Agencies and Persons Consulted

The following agencies were consulted during the preparation of the
EA:

Tennessee Historical Commission, Division of Archaeology
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and
State of Tennessee, Department of Environment and

Conservation, Division of Radiological Health.

Conclusion

The NRC has concluded that the proposed action to construct and
operate the UNB at the NFS site will not result in significant impact
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- to human health or the environment.

Finding of No Significant Impact

The Commission has prepared an Environmental Assessment, as
summarized above, related to the amendment of Special Nuclear Material
License SNM-124. On the basis of the assessment, the Commission has
concluded that environmental impacts associated with the proposed
action would not be significant and do not warrant the preparation of
an Environmental Impact Statement. Accordingly, it has been determined
that a Finding of No Significant Impact is appropriate.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's ''Rules of Practice,''
the Environmental Assessment and the documents related to this proposed
action will be available electronically for public inspection from the
Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of NRC's document system
(ADAMS), accession number ML021790068. ADAMS is accessible from the NRC
Web site at (the Public
Electronic Reading Room).

Notice of Opportunity for Hearing

The NRC hereby provides notice of an opportunity for a hearing on
the license amendment under the provisions of 10 CFR part 2, Subpart L,
''Informal Hearing Procedures for Adjudications in Materials and
Operator Licensing Proceedings.'' Pursuant to Sec. 2.1205(a), any
person whose interest may be affected by this proceeding may file a
request for a hearing. In accordance with Sec. 2.1205(d), a request for
hearing must be filed within 30 days of the publication of this notice
in the Federal Register. The request for a hearing must be filed with
the Office of the Secretary, either:

(1) By delivery to the Docketing and Service Branch of the Office
of the Secretary at One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike,
Rockville, MD 20852; or

(2) By mail or telegram addressed to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555, Attention: Docketing and
Service Branch.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.1205(f), each request for a hearing
must also be served, by delivering it personally or by mail, to:

(1) The applicant, Nuclear Fuel Services, 1205 Banner Hill Road,
Erwin Tennessee, 37650-9718; and

(2) The NRC staff, by delivery to the Executive Director for
Operations, One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD
20852, or by mail addressed to the Executive Director for Operations,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

In addition to meeting other applicable requirements of 10 CFR Part
2 of the NRC's regulations, a request for a hearing filed by a person
other than an applicant must describe in detail:

(1) The interest of the requester in the proceeding;
(2) How that interest may be affected by the results of the

proceeding, including the reasons why the requester should be permitted
a hearing, with particular reference to the factors set out in
Sec. 2.1205(h);

(3) The requestor's areas of concern about the licensing activity
that is the subject matter of the proceeding; and

(4) The circumstances establishing that the request for a hearing
is timely in accordance with Sec. 2.1205(d).

The request must also set forth the specific aspect or aspects of
the subject matter of the proceeding as to which petitioner wishes a
hearing.

In addition, members of the public may provide comments on the
subject application within 30 days of the publication of this notice in
the Federal Register. The comments may be provided to Micheal Lesar,
Chief, Rules Review and Directives Branch, Division of Administration
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. Services, Office of Administration, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington DC 20555.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 28th day of June, 2002.

[[Page 45559]]

For the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Daniel M. Gillen,
Chief, Fuel Cycle Facilities Branch, Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and
Safeguards, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.
[FR Doc. 02-17118 Filed 7-8-02; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 7590-01-P
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISS ION

BEFORE THE SECRETARY

In the matter of:

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.) Docket No. 70-143
(Materials License SNM-124)

DECLARAT ION

Under penalty of perjury, I, ALruUbfa Uj declare that:

1. My name is )~& it/Li and I live in '~f. County,

Tennessee. My address is ) \I rfOc

UL~UiLH1~ ,TN. Zip 37!

2. / p~e(l/ ci6 mvly ody (o0~$LUJ'rl t}?I,/Q~ LDkC~;>Hai

rteA1V,-l' J(ro/ri VD ~hckw (>er / Iove t'evletwcf yoult(L/~lg(t

rnJ~Fecder'( G954efl gr ly
3. I have reviewed you~r Commission's document titled

"Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact of

License Amendment for Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc." which appeared in

the Federal Register on July 9, 2002 (copy attached hereto).

4. I find no mention in this Environmental Assessment relative

to the effect on downstream sources of drinking water, downstream

consumers of harvested fish (e.g. small mouth bass) or those who use

downstream water for recreational activities such as swimming. 1

submit that the effect on all of these activities, especially drinking

water, need to be closely evaluated.



* 5. I am quite concerned by the following statement:

"On the basis of the assessment, the Commission has concluded

that environmental impacts associated with the proposed action would

not be significant and do not warrant the preparation of an

Environmental Impact Statement."

6. I submit that under 42 U.S.C. §4332 et. seq., it is clearly

inappropriate to allow major federal action which will have a

significant environmental impact to be approved without requiring an

Environmental Impact Statement.

In light of all of the above, I hereby respectfully request the

following:

a. That the Amendment of SNM-124 (docket #70-143) be rescinded.

b. That a Public Hearing be conducted.

c. That a thorough Environmental Impact Statement be prepared

detailing, among other things, the impact on downstream

consumers of water from the Nolichuckey River.

d. /__ __ __

If you have any questions or concerns or need any additional

information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

DATE: 76(Yi1 ge 1 ?(:4;
S IFEGATURE
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CWZlTE STATES or AXERCA
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in the matter of:

NUClCair E'uel services, inc. Docket No. 70-143
(Materials tiCcnse SNM-124)

Under penalty of gerjuryP I tZ LiuK declare that:

1. my name is arnd I live In abz., County,.

Tennessee. My address is ~'c yi ,

t~7~Jt 7 j/e~L~/~z1:2~ a&Z 73
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3. I have reviewed your Commission's document titled

"Environmental Aissessmenit and Finding of No Significant impact of

License Amendment for Nuclear F'uel Services, Inc.' which appeared in

the F~ederal Register on July 9, 2002 (copy attached hereto) .

4. I find no mention in this Envitronmental Assessment relative

to the effect on downstream sources of drinking water, downstream

cons~manrs of harvested fish (eog. small mouth bass) or those who use

downstreiam water for recreational activities such as swimmuing. I

submit that the effect on all of these activities, especiall~y drinking

wate~r, need to be closely evaluated,
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5. 1 am quite. concerned by the following statement;

'IOn the basis of the assessment, the Conunission has concluded

that environmental impacts associated with the proposed action would

not be significant arnd do not warrant the preparati.on of an

Environm~ental Impact statement."

6. I submit that under 42 U.S.C. §4332 et. seq., it is clearly

inappropriate to allow major federal action which will have a

significant environmantal irapact to be approVed without requiring an

E~nvironmental Impact Statement.

lx) light of all of the above, I hereby respectfully request the

following:

a. That the Amendment of $NM4-124 (docket #7O-l43) be rescinded..

b. That a Public Hearing be conducted.

C. That a thorouagh Environmantal Impact statement be prepared

detailing, among other things, the impact on downstream

consumers of water from the Nolichtuckey R~iver.

d. ' tj-r'A A$ zi rn }--- .4I a44i--)

If you have any questions or concerns or need any additional

information, Please do not hesitate to contact me.

DATE: -2,-i 6I Aj
S IGNAXURE/



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE SECRETARY

In the matter of:

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. ) Docket No. 70-143
(Materials License SNM-124)

DECLARATION

Under penalty of perjury, I, Tamara Davis Chapman, declare that:

A. My name is Tamara Davis Chapman, and I live in Greene County,

Tennessee. Greene County is contiguous to Unicoi County and is

bisected by the Nolichuckey River. Unfortunately, Greene County is

downstream on the Nolichuckey from Nuclear Fuel Services.

B. I, as well as my family, consume "municipal" water which is

derived from the Nolichuckey River (see attached). I have reviewed

your Commission's document titled "Environmental Assessment and

Finding of No Significant Impact of License Amendment for Nuclear Fuel

Services, Inc." which appeared in the Federal Register on July 9, 2002

(copy attached hereto).

C. I find no mention in this Environmental Assessment relative to

the effect on downstream sources of drinking water, downstream

consumers of harvested fish (e.g. small mouth bass) or those who use

downstream water for recreational activities such as swimming. I

submit that the effect on all of these activities, especially drinking

water, need to be closely evaluated.



I am quite concerned by the following statement:

"On the basis of the assessment, the Commission has concluded

that environmental impacts associated with the proposed action would

not be significant and do not warrant the preparation of an

Environmental Impact Statement."

I submit that under 42 U.S.C. §4332 et. seq., it is clearly

inappropriate to allow major federal action which will have a

significant environmental impact to be approved without requiring an

Environmental Impact Statement.

In light of all of the above, I hereby respectfully request the

following:

1. That the Amendment of SNM-124 (docket #70-143) be rescinded.

2. That a Public Hearing be conducted.

3. That a thorough Environmental Impact Statement be prepared

detailing, among other things, the impact on downstream consumers of

water from the Nolichuckey River.

If you have any questions or concerns or need any additional

information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

DATE: g Clze A ; 4 b;

tAARA DAVIS CHAPMAN



GLEN HILLS UTILhI Y DISTRICT'S water quality report-1999
Is my drinking water safe?
Yes, we are proud to report that your water met or exceeded all State
and Federal Standards for drinking water during 1999. This report
shows our water quality and what it means.

What is the source of my water?
Your water comes from the Nolichucky River. The Nolichucky is a
surface stream which originates in North Carolina. The drainage
area above the Greeneville intake is approximately 1,000 square
miles. The Nolichucky River has served as our source of water
since 1937. Therefore a great deal of experience has been gained
handling the widely ranging flows and seasonal water quality
changes.

Why are there contaminants in my water?
Drinking water, including botled water, may reasonably be expected
to contain at least small amounts of some contaminants. The
presence of contaminants does not necessarily indicate that water
poses a health risk. More information about contaminants and
potential health effects can be obtained by calling the Environmental
Protection Agency's Safe Drinking Water Hotline (800-426-4791).

For more information about your drinking water,
please call us at 423-639.8622.

How can I get involved?
The Glen Hills Utility District Board of Commissioners meets the
fourth Monday of every month at 9:00 a.m. at the Glen Hills Utility
District office at 201 Asheville Highway, Greeneville, Tennessee.

Is our water system meeting other rules that govern
our operations?
The State and EPA require us to test and report on our water on a
regular basis to ensure its safety. We have always diet all these
requirements. We want you to know that we follow all drinking water
regulations carefully in order to provide you with clean, safe drinking
water.

Do I need to take Special Precautions?
Some people may be more vulnerable to contaminants in drinking
water than the general population. Immuno-compromised persons
such as persons with cancer undergoing chemotherapy, persons
who have undergone organ transplants, people with HIV/AlDS or
other immune system disorders, some elderiy, and infants can be
particularly at risk from infections. These people should seek advice
about their personal sanitation, food preparation, handling infants
and pets, and drinking water from their health care providers.
EPA/CDC guidelines on appropriate means to lessen the risk of
infection by Cryptosporidium and other microbiological contaminants
are available on the Safe Drinking Water Hotline (800-426-4791).

66£0-ttLLC Ni 'flAau;a Ad
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Wa t er Q ualIi ty D at a

What does this chart mean?

* MCLG: Maximum Contaminant Level Goal, or the level of a contaminant in drinking water below which there is no known or
expected risk to health. MCL-Gs allow for a margin of safety.

* MVCL: Maximum Contaminant Level, or the highest level of a contaminant that is allowed in drinking water. MCLs are set as
ciose to the MCL-Gs as feasible using the best available treatment technology.

* Discretionary language regarding the use of averages to report levels of some contaminants.

Subsarice :MCLG. Dat'~e sources@,ontaiiihwiit

Regulated at Customer's Tap

go-1 percentile

0 A1=15 3 1 -6 1999 Corrosion of household pluzrnking systerrs:
Lead #) Erosion of natiral deposits

1300 300 11 1-M1999 corrosion of houisehold plumbig systems: Erosion of natural
Copper COO) * 30 10 0 9 99 deposits; Leaching frnn wvocc presenvalves

*None of the 30 sites sampled exceeded the action level.

Regulated in the Distribution System

Totalti~hamoneftwns 0 100 48 16 -48 1999 Bypouct of dinking wterchlorination
(TTHMs) (PI)
Total Coliform ~ 0 <5% 0 0 1999 Naturally present in the envirornment

Gross Abrna (pCilL) 0 15 <1.3 1999 Erosion of nlantua deposits

Regulated at Treatment Plant
Lowest % samples

Meeting limits
Twrolory 4A rr 215 .0S..26 100% 199 Soit runoff

In org a nics

Corrosion of gatvanzed pipes; Erosion of natural deposits:
5 5 4 1996 Discharge tromi metal refineries; runoff from waste batteries

Cacmur~n (,pp) and paints

Sulfate (porn) NA 250 6 1996 Erosion from, natural deposits

0.9-1.3 1.5 0.7 1.51999 Erosion of natural deposits; Water addilve whiich promotes
Fluoride (pp) 0.-. . .-. 99 strong teeth: Dischtarge from ertifizer and aluminum factories

Sodium (ppm) NA NA 3.4 1 999

6 6 <5 9% Disctwrge from petroleu refineries; fire retardants: cwwalcs;
Anflmony (pp) 6 <196 e~ecbmoics; solder

Turbidity: Turbidity does not present any risk to your health. We monitor turbidity, which is a measure of the cloudiness
of water, because it is a good indicator that our filtration system is functioning properly.
Abbreviations: -- ppb: parts per billion or micrograms per liter :~ ppm: parts per million or milligrams per liter E] NA:
not applicable - ntu: Nephelometric Turbidity Unit, used to measure cloudiness in drinking water:- MFL: million fibers
per liter, used to measure asbestos concentration. -, pCiIL: picocuries per liter (a measure of radioactivity) AL: Action
Level, or the concentration of a contaminant which, when exceeded, triggers treatment or other requirements which a
water system must follow. :- TT:- Treatment Technique, or a required process intended to reduce the level of a
contaminant in drinking water.

As you see by the table, our system had no violations. We're proud that your drinking water
meets or exceeds all Federal and State requirements. We have learned through our monitoring and
testing that some substances have been detected. The EPA has determined that your water IS SAFE at
these levels. MICL's are set at very stringent levels. To understand the possible health effects described for
many regulated substances, a person would have to drink 2 liters of water every day at the MCL level for a
lifetime to have a one-in-a-million chance of having the described health effect.



Pete ,ars says Hi! TEL NO. Oct ,49 iu:26 H.ui

tmzXzrS sTATzI$ OF ARICA
u. . tuCtE:R oExaATORY CISSION

'r! $JCMUTAMY

In the mTf;ttcr of;

Nuclear Luel Servlces, Inc. ) Docket No. 10-143
(Material s I.icense Szm-124)

Undcur penalty of perjury, It doteare that:

1. my name is and I live in County,
T ennessee. My address is i0J' -

,TN . tipz , 7G-

3. 1 have reviewed your commission's document titled

"EnvironmenLol Aossessment and Pinding of No Significant ImpaOct of

L.zCenSa Amnondment for Nuclear tuel. Services, Inc." which appeared in

the Foderal Register on July 9, 2002 (copy attached hereto).

4. I find no mantion in this Environmental Asseoamant relativo

to tho effecc on dovinstzeaim sourcos of drinking water, downstream

consunjers of hArvosted fish (o-g. small mouth bass) or those who use

down'ntre.%n wat.er for recreational activities such as swiming. I

iubmit thaL the effect on all of thse activities, espeCia3.ly driniking

water, necd to be closely OvAluated.

PfU C4I 0*. t



fluJ �;i cvv�- "-- - -

S.- I ar quite concerned by tre. following statement;

"'On the ba~is of the asaossr-ent, the Commi~sion hos concl.uded

that environtnontal impacts~ associated with the proposed Action wvould

not ba significant and do nlot warrant the preparationl of an

Environmental IMtpact, Statement."

6. It 3ubnm$t that urnder 42 U.S.c. S4332 ot. agq,~, it. is. clearly

ina~ppropriace to aillow major federal action which will havR a

s.ignificant enlvizonrnenta imoact to be approved without requiring an

Fnvironmental !mpact Statement.

In light Of all. of the above, I hereby respectfully requ.est the

following:

a. That the Amendment of SNM-124 (docket #70-143) I~e raacinided.

b. That a P'ublic Hiearing be conducted.

C. That a thorough Environmantal. Impact Statement be prepared

dietail.ing, amnong other things, the impact on dowmnstream

C~n~ue43 f Water froim the Nolichuckty M.ver,

d.

Tff you lhave any questions or concerns or need any additional

information, Please do not hesitate to contact mnc.



FROM FAX NO. 4232828883 Aug. 08 2002 10:44A~M P5

U. S. NUCLE~AR REGOULJATORY CCOM14S510V
BEFORE THE SECRETARY

In the matter of:

Nuclear Fuel Services, tnc. )Docket No. 10-143
(Materials Li.cense SNM-124)

DECLAR~ATION

U7ndex penalty of perjury, I, 1r44,1o1 declare that:

1. Myname is and I live in .k County. Tennessee- My

address is _ _ _ _ _ _ _

W~C4 1 TN. Zip

2. lL? 7d eev 4 C.LWCe0-41 - P4 4, e

L&ffSL6 foe. swmo~-ru a ciptp$? aiy p,1d

.. I have reviewed your Commission's document titled 'Tuvronimantal Assessment and

Finding of No Sigafi~cant Impact of license Amendment for Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc." which

appeared in the Federal Register on July 9, 2002 (copy attached hereto).

4. T find no mention in this Environmental Assessment relative to the effec on

dov~nstream sources of drinicing water, downistreamn consumers of harvested fish (e.g. small mouth

bass) or those who use downstream waiter for recreational activities such as s i mng I submit that

the effect on all ofT these activities, espe-cially drinking water, need to be closely evaluated.

3. I am quite concerned byi the following statement.



associated with the proposed action -vould not bc significant and do not warrant the preparation of

an, Environmental Impact Statement."

6. I submit that under 42 U.S.C. §:4332 et. seq., it is clearly inappropriate, to allow major

federal action which will have a significant environmental impact to be approved without requiring

an Environmental bIp~act Statement,

in light of all of the above, I hereby respectfully request the following:

I. That the Amendment of SNM- 124 (docket #70-1431) be rescinded,

2. That a Public Hearing be (conducted.

3. That a thorough Envirommental finpart Statement be prepared detailing, among other

th~ings, the ixpact on do~Astream consumers of water from the Nolichuckey River.

4 i)?rr ge4/ , ec ~4- ,i44

If YOullave any questions or concerns or need any additional information, pleas do not

hesitate to contact mze,

DATE:



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE SECRETARY

In the matter of:

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. ) Docket No. 70-143
(Materials License SNM-124)

DECLARATION

Under penalty of perjury, I, t/U ,1 , declare that:

1. My name is jU/i & 6Vqns , and I live in 01e6nF County,

Tennessee. My address is }7a! ZRli 9TJon li& 6,l)

TN. Zip 377/J3.

mr)La. He L2U56,L22 L56 S Wd-16G Em li MML &I/I'OhCIc-
2. /ThLav reiewed. ik yourn/ COMM4 ssion' documen~'t2 tildf/)I

"Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact of

License Amendment for Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc." which appeared in

the Federal Register on July 9, 2002 (copy attached hereto).

4. I find no mention in this Environmental Assessment relative

to the effect on downstream sources of drinking water, downstream

consumers of harvested fish (e.g. small mouth bass) or those who use

downstream water for recreational activities such as swimming. I

submit that the effect on all of these activities, especially drinking

water, need to be closely evaluated.



- - 5. I am quite concerned by the following statement:

"On the basis of the assessment, the Commission has concluded

that environmental impacts associated with the proposed action would

not be significant and do not warrant the preparation of an

Environmental Impact Statement."

6. I submit that under 42 U.S.C. §4332 et. seq., it is clearly

inappropriate to allow major federal action which will have a

significant environmental impact to be approved without requiring an

Environmental Impact Statement.

In light of all of the above, I hereby respectfully request the

following:

a. That the Amendment of SNM-124 (docket #70-143) be rescinded.

b. That a Public Hearing be conducted.

c. That a thorough Environmental Impact Statement be prepared

detailing, among other things, the impact on downstream

consumers of water from the Nolichuckey River.

d.

If you have any questions or concerns or need any additional

nformaticn please do not hesitate t ct me.

DATE: 8-7-0 l a
S GNATURE



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE SECRETARY

In the matter of:

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. ) Docket No. 70-143
(Materials License SNM-124)

DECLARATION

Under penalty of perjury, I, ) Age 6vql?:n , declare that:

1. My name is Denne D. zV1s5, and I live in County,

Tennessee. My address is m'1Oq £retnhood Dk.

gre~enevlI6 , TN. Zin 1743.

2. lhE U4gLZ, Wh de/2/k 9n1d 2/SF 7%ite 1nokIf@ bAAn

Ha [thWUE haiti -0 )JSE S S all,; J Ai fiqFo )Gl i/hadcFJ

3. I have reviewed your Commission's document titled

"Enviromnmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact of

License Amendment for Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc." which appeared in

the Federal Register on July 9, 2002 (copy attached hereto)

4. I find no mention in this Environmental Assessment relative

to the effect on downstream sources of drinking water, downstream

consumers of harvested fish (e.g. small mouth bass) or those who use

downstream water for recreational activities such as swimming. I

submit that the effect on all of these activities, especially drinking

water, need to be closely evaluated.



5. I am quite concerned by the following statement:

"On the basis of the assessment, the Commission has concluded

that environmental impacts associated with the proposed action would

not be significant and do not warrant the preparation of an

Environmental Impact Statement."

6. I submit that under 42 U.S.C. §4332 et. seq., it is clearly

inappropriate to allow major federal action which will have a

significant environmental impact to be approved without requiring an

Environmental Impact Statement.

In light of all of the above, I hereby respectfully request the

following:

a. That the Amendment of SNM-124 (docket #70-143) be rescinded.

b. That a Public Hearing be conducted.

c. That a thorough Environmental Impact Statement be prepared

detailing, among other things, the impact on downstream

consumers of water from the Nolichuckey River.

d.

If you have any questions or concerns or need any additional

4-formation, olease do not hesitate to contact me.

DATE: i? z 7 - _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

SIGNATURE



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE SECRETARY

In the matter of:

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. ) Docket No. 70-143
(Materials License SNM-124)

DECLARATION

Under penalty of perjury, I, Toni L. Foreman, declare that:

1. My name is Toni L. Foreman, and I live in Greene County,

Tennessee. My address is Post Office Box 1786, Greeneville,

Tennessee 37744.

2. I, as well as my family, consume "municipal" water which is

derived from the Nolichuckey River.

3. I have reviewed your Commission's document titled

"Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact of

License Amendment for Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc." which appeared in

the Federal Register on July 9, 2002.

4. I find no mention in this Environmental Assessment relative to

the effect on downstream sources of drinking water, downstream

consumers of harvested fish (e.g. small mouth bass) or those who use

downstream water for recreational activities such as swimming. I

submit that the effect on all of these activities, especially drinking

water, need to be closely evaluated.

5. I am quite concerned by the following statement:

"On the basis of the assessment, the Commission has concluded

that environmental impacts associated with the proposed action would



not be significant and do not warrant the preparation of an

Environmental Impact Statement."

I submit that under 42 U.S.C. §4332 et. seq., it is clearly

inappropriate to allow major federal action which will have a

significant environmental impact to be approved without requiring an

Environmental Impact Statement.

In light of all of the above, I hereby respectfully request the

following:

a. That the Amendment of SNM-124 (docket #70-143) be rescinded.

b. That a Public Hearing be conducted.

c. That a thorough Environmental Impact Statement be prepared

detailing, among other things, the impact on downstream consumers of

water from the Nolichuckey River.

If you have any questions or concerns or need any additional

information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

DATE: _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- __A
Toni L. Foreman



FROM FAX NO. : 4232828883 Aug. 08 2002 10:42AM Pi

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
BEFORZ THE SECRETARY

In the ratter of:

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. ) Docket Mo. 70-143
(Materials License SNM-1.24)

DECLAPAT TON

Under penalty of perjuryr I, Linzn C-1 AZ declare that:

L My name is\2l[Rn (MQ. ŽS and I live in U3 ('r\hmNCounty, Tennessee. My

address is 00\0\0 -

2&o\tqnO 4 ,TN. Zip B I S
2. 1i ( t c Irc

V!2x(- -+ a .dUCQ5

Csc~s rLsC~5CgA _ sL- I cwx -k'ry xgc c K % S>(

3. 1 have reviewed your Conuiision's document titled -Eavironmental Assesment and

Finding of No Significant impact of License Amendment for Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc." which

appeared in the Federal Register on July 9, 2002 (copy attached hereto).

4. 1 find no mention in this Etvironmental Assessment relative to the effect on

downstrea= sources of drinkng water, down stream consumers of harvested fish (eg. sal mouth

bas) or those who use downstream water for recreational activities such as sw ing I submit that

the effect on all of these activities, especially drinking water, need to be closely evaluated.

5. I am quite concemed by the following statement:



FROM FAX NO. 423282B883 RUg. 083 ;-00lde 1U:4.5HIII-

"On the basis of the assessment, the Commission has concluded that enviromnental impacts

associated with the proposed action would not be significant and do not warrant the preparation of

an Euvironmental Impact Statement."

6. 1 submit that =ider 42 U.S. C. *4332 et. seq., it is clearly inappropriate to allow major

feeral action which will have a signiicant environmental impact to be approved without requiring

an Environmental impact Statemenut.

In light of all of the, above, I hereby respectfiuly request the following:

I. That the Amendment of SNM-124 (docket #70-143) be rescinded.

2. That a Public Hearing'be conducted.

3. That a thorough Environmental Impact Statemen~t be prepared detailing, aniong other

things, the itapact on downstream consumers of water from the Nolichuckey River.

If you have any questions or 'concemw or need any additional information, please do not

hesitate to contact me.

DA TE: __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

SGNATUYRE

e



FROM FAX NO. :4232828B83 Aug. 08 2002 03: 10PM PI

U. S. NUCLEAR REGUIJATORY COMMISSIOF
BEFOIE THE SECRETARY

in the matter of:

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.) Docket No. 70-143
(Materials License SNM-1241)

DECLAATION

Under penalty of perjury,I, it ,, j ,,,vdeclare that:

1. My name islkn KL~ n I live in County, Tennessee. My

addresis9-(-W oo < .

2. Lo It d UtrC A

3. I have reviewed your Corm ission's documnent titled 'Environnaental Assessment and

Finding of No Significant Invact of L-icese Amendment for Nuclear Fuel Services~, Inc.' which

appeared in the Federal Register on Jury 9, 2002 (copy attached hereto),

4. I find no mention in this Environmental Assessment relative to the effect on

downstream sources of drinking water, downistreatn consumers of harvested fish (e.g. small mouth

bass) or those who use down,,;ream. water for recreational activities such as swimming. I submnit that

the effect on all of these activities, esp(ecialy dridnkin water, need to be closely evaluaed..

S. I am quite concerned byl the following statement:



FROM FAX< NO. 4232828883 Aug. 08 2002 03:11PM P2

"On the basis of the assessment, thc Commission has concluded that cnvironmental impacts

associated with the proposed action would not be significant and do not warrant the preparation of

an Environmental Impact Statement."

6. 1 submit that -under 42 11 S. C. §4332 et. seq., it is clearly inappropriate to allow m~ajor

federal action which will have a signif cant environmental impact to be approved without requiring

an Environmental Inpact Statement.

In light of all of the above, I hereby respectfuily request the following:

1.

2.

That the Amendment of SNM-124 (docket I#70- 143) be rescinded-

That a P~ublic Hearing 1be conducted.

That a thorough Environmental Impact Statement be prepared detailing, among other

things, the impact on downstream consumers of water from the Nolichuckey River-

4,

If you have any questions or concerns or need any additional information., please do naot

hesitate to contact me.

DATE: &1 102-



-- ---- An-A-2nM P7

RMFAX NO. :4232828883 Rug. ut kU 4

Uj.S. NUCLE1AR PEGULATORY COMM~ISSION
BEFORE THE SECRETARY

In the matter of:

Nuclear Fuel Set-vices, IrtC.) Docket No. 70-143
(materials License SNmI-24)

D)BCLA.PATION

Under penalty of perjury, 1, W eq J0 A , declaze that:

I. My -name is )J&rWe. and I l've County, Teunessee. My

address is ?~'Oy-Nx'~C

TN Zip

2. ~~~IJUfl I2A V JC[O #f}{ $

ie V~ fi-i~yt-j ve~

,L{
3. I have reviewed your Commnission' s document titled '"Environmenital Aswsesnat and

Finding of No Signil3icant In~pact of license Amendment for Nuclear Fuel Services, tue." which

appeared in the Federal Register on July 9, 2002 (copy attached hereto).

4. 1 find no mention in this Environmental Assessment relative to the effect on

downstream sources of drhinlng water~, downstream consumers of 1arvested fish (e.g. small mouth

bass) or those who use downstream water for recreational activities such as swkimmng. I submit that

the effect on all of these activities, especially driindn;,c water, need to be closely evaluated.

5. 1 am quite concerned by the following statement:



FROM FAX NO. :4232828883 Aug 08 2002 10:44AM P4

Onthe basis of the assess;ment, thle Commission has conc1uded that envirotniCnltal JJpct

associated with the proposed action would not be significant and do not warrant the preparation Of

an fnvlronmental ImpaCt Statement."

6, T submit that -under 421TU.S.C. §4332 et. seq-, it is clearly inapPropriate to allow major

federal action which will have a signifi,;ant environmrental impact to be approved without requiring

an Enviroanmental Impact Statement.

In light of all of the above, Il hereby respeotfi*l request the following:

1. That the Amendment of S-NM-124 (docket #70-1433) be rescinded.

2. That a Public Hearing, be conducted-

3- That a thorough Envirorunental Impact Statement be prepared detailing, among other

tbinags, the impact on downstream. consumers of water from the Nolichuckey River.

4. It 6~ ae fqv &Uffeyt CtAVMW4I)A-

If' You have any questions or concerns or -need any additional inforination, please do not

hesitate to contact me.

DATE:____



FROM : IMPACT PLASTICS, INC. PHONE NO. : 4237435679 Aug. 08 2002 03:21PM P2

United Sates of America
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Before the Secretary

in the matter of: }
}

Nuclear Fuels Serivces, Inc. } Docket No. 70-143
(Materials License SNM -124) }

DECLARATION

Under penalty of perjury, I, Gerald M. O'Connor, Jr., declare that:

1. My name is Gerald M. O'Connor, Jr, and I live in Sullivan County,

Tennessee. My address is 924 Sir Echo Drive, Kingsport, TN 37663.

2. 1 own 2 manufacturing plants on 9.92 acres at 1070A and 1070B

Industrial Drive, Erwin, TN 37650.

3. I have reviewed your Commission's document titled "Environmental

Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact of License Amendment for

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc." which appeared in the Federal Register on July 9,

2002 (copy attached hereto).

4. I find no mention of the Environmental Assessment relative to the

effect on neighboring properties, downstream sources of drinking water,

downstream consumers of harvested fish (e. g. small mouth bass) or those who use

downstream water for recreational activities such as swimming. 1 submit that the

effect on all of these activities, especially drinking water, need to be closely

evaluated.

5. I am quite concerned by the following statement:

"On the basis of the assessment, the Commission has concluded that

environmental impacts associated with the proposed action would no be

significant and do not warrant the preparation of an Environmental Impact

Statement."



FROM : IMPACT PLASTICS, INC. PHONE NO. : 4237435679 Aug. 08 2002 03:21PM P3

6- 1 submit that under 42 U.S.C. §4332 et. seq., it is clearly inappropriate

to allow major federal actions which will have a significant environment

impact to be approved without requiring an Environmental Impact

Statement.

7. I submit Nuclear Fuels Services is in violation of Safe Drinking Water

Act (42 U.S. C. § 300j-8) ref. EPA report dated May 30, 2002 copied to

USNRC Region II, Atlanta, EAP Region IV, Atlanta and NRC Fuel

Cycle Licensing Branch, Washington D.C,

In light of all of the above, I hereby respectfully request the following:

a. That the Amendment of SNM-124 (docket #70-143) be rescinded.

8. That a Public Hearing be conducted.

9. That a thorough Environmental Impact Statement be prepared detailing,

among other things, the impact on neighboring properties and

downstream consumers of water from the Nolichuckey River.

If you have any questions or concerns or need any additional infonnation,

please do not hesitate to contact me.

August 8, 2002

Signature
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UNIT= STATES or AHWCA
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In the mattcr of:

Nuclear E'uil Services, Inc. 1 Docket No. 70-143
( Materials Iicense M-124) )

D2ECIFARTION

Undor penalty of perjury, x, 5MtS VI declare that:

1. My name is A, and I live in Yikn(O) county,

oil
Tennessee. My address is Gav l.OVL/V CY'

& TN. Zip £

2. JSA4! i4a S oLI Lz-( vta\J a ewr

L \vV\ &r VVL VKLCI CtO cti.' VYVV

, v/ p\ xn 'L~ w t Ki V 9_ . SyLcv/
-'34V s. v v sW ck.F S a, eI q/J Uvivc &M Cv C N)40 .

3. 1 have reviewed your Comunission's document titled '

Y, ev i ,v v;
"Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact of P y Q\Vd)

License Amendment for Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.' which appeared in

the Federal Register on July 9, 2002 (copy attached hereto).

4. 1 find no mention in this Environmental AssesSment relative

to the effeet on downstream sources of drinking water, downstream

consWnurs of harvested fish (o.g. small mouth bass) or those who use

downstream water for recreational activities such as swimming. I

submit that the effect on all of these activities, especially drinking

water, need to be closely evaluated.
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5. I am quite concerned by the following statement;

"*On the basis of the assessment, the Commission has concluded

that environmental impacts associated with the proposed action would

not be significant and do not warrant the preparation of an

Environmental Impact Statement."

6. 1 submit that under 42 U.S.C. §4332 et. seg., it is clearly

inappropriate to allow m~ajor federal action which will have a

significant environmental impact to be approved without requiring an

Environmental Impact Statem~ent.

In light of all of the above, I hereby respect fully request the

following:

a .

b.

C.

d.

That the Amendmient of SN14-124 (dockcet #70-143) be rescinded.

That a P'ublic Hearing be conducted.

That a thorough Environmental Impact Statement be prepared

detailing, among other things, the impact on downstream

consum~ers of water from the Nolichuckey River.

14. ~V~OVI
L1V

�����1

If you have any questions or concerns~ or need any additional

information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

DATE, :V\~ ? " �&V�A6)____
SI ATUR�



u.-S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY cOcdMISS ION
BEFORE THE SECRETARY

In the matter of:

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. )Dfocket No. 70-143
(Materials License SNM-124)

/ DECLARATION

'Under penalty of perjury, Axer~ 4J./4 jh dcae ht

1. My namis (2 1evL4 ,L ,I and Ilive in . County, Tenn ssee. My

address is iiS_/Vt

J'~.*1 _~,TS. zip 3>Lfr-(

3. I have revriewed your Commission's document titled '~Environmental Assessment and

'Finding of No Significant Impact of License Amendment for Nuclear fuel Services& Inc.- which

appeared in the Federal Register on July 9, 2002 (copy attached hereto).

I- find no mention in this Environmental Assessment relative to the effect on

downstream sources of drfining water, downstream consumers of harvested fish (eg. small mouth

bass) or those who use downstream water for recreational activities such as swhiming. I submit that

the effect on all of these activities, especially drikidng water, need to be closely evaluiated.

5. I am quite concerned by the following staement:
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"On the basis of the assessment, the Commission hag concluded that environmental impacts

associated with the proposed action would not be significant and do not warrant the preparation of

an Environmental Impact Statement."

6. 1 submit that under 42 U.S.C. §4332 et. seq., it is clearly inappropriate to allow major

federal action whiich will have a sigafficant environtnental impact to be approved without requiring

an Environmental Impact Statement.

In liHt of all of the above, I hereby respectfUly -request the following:

1. That the Amendment of SNM- 124 (docket #70-143) be rescinded.

2. That a Public Hearing be conducted.

3. That a thorough Environmental Impact Statemn~t be prepared detailing~, among other

things, the impact on d~ovkstream. consmers of water from the Nolichuckey River.

4.

If You have anY questions or concerns or need any additional information, please do not

hesitate to contct me.

D A T E, _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SIGNATURE
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UNITTEDr STATES OV ANSRICA
U'.,. 3CLWAR groJLATOXY CCOMSSION

I;FOEU TUE SECVZTARY

Sn the mnattcr of:

Nuocler rvue1 Servicas, Inc. D)ocket No. 10-143
(MaLerials3 1ictnso S-ThM-124)

Undur penalty of perjury, I, __, dociare that:

1. mIy narme it _______ __ and I live in County,

'Pernnessee. My addiress is If LoVe is

a. TN. L ip

3. 1 have raviewed your Conmissaionr's document titled'X

"E'SnvironmenLral Asses.5mont and Pinding of No Sign1ficnt Impact of

Licenue Amcndment for Nuclear Vuel Services, Inc. wvhich appeared if)

the Fodernl Register on Jully 9, 2002 (copy attached hereto).

4. I tind no mention in tthis nvironental Asisessmrnt relativo

to the effect on downstream sourcos of drinking water, downstreamn

conenumerq of hArvosted fish (o.g. small mouth bass) or those who use

alownitre.N.r water for recreational activities such as swirhfming. I

r;ubmit thaL tte effect on all of these activities, especia.ly drri.king
wlndobco yvau ,09

wator, need to be Qlosaly evali;ate d. /
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5. I am qkitte concornQd by the following statement;

uOn the basis of tile asosssrxent, the Commission has concluded

theat envixonmontal impacts associated with the proposed action would

not bo significant arnd do not warrant the preparation of an

Environ~mental tmpect Statement."

6. i submit that under 42 U.S.C. S4332 at. saq.. it iS clearly

inappropriate to allow major £ederal action which will have a

significant environmcntal impact to be approved without requiring an

~novironalontal TImpaet Statement.

In light of all of tihe above, I hereby reapectfully requeAt the

following;

a. That the Amendment of SNM-124 (docket #70-143) be reucinded.

b. T'hat a Public Hearing te conducted.

c. That a thorough Environmontal Impact statement be prepared

detailing, armong other things, the impact an downstream

consumrers of water trom the Molichuckey Rivert 15 00 WJc S

, ^ > ^LRol , 0 < r;
d. _F 0 A Y41 Val. WoAF/ .5 _0 Co.G

If you have any questions or concerna or need any additional

information, ploase do not hesitate to contact MO,

DATE7

SC4h'rU2X


